ABSTRACT: The wheel/rail rolling contact can not only lead to rail fatigue damage but also bring rail corrugation. According to the wheel/rail rolling contact problem, based on the ANSYS/LS-DYNA explicit analysis software, this paper established the finite element model of wheel/rail rolling contact in non-linear steady-state curve negotiation, and proposed the explicit-explicit sequence calculation method that can be used to solve this model. The explicit-explicit sequence calculation method uses explicit solver in calculating the rail pre-stressing force and the process of wheel/rail rolling contact. Compared with the implicit-explicit sequence calculation method that has been widely applied, the explicit-explicit sequence calculation method including similar precision in calculation with faster speed and higher efficiency, make it more applicable to solve the wheel/rail rolling contact problem of non-linear steady-state curving with a large solving model or a high non-linear degree.
INTRODUCTION
For rails with rectilinear curve tracks, the mutual effects on the wheels and tracks are fiercer; it includes the large and ever-changing wheel/rail contact force, the crosswise creep force and its moment, and the longitudinal creep force and its moment. The repeating wheel/rail interaction of curve tracks can lead to various fatigue damage phenomena easily, and thus may affect traffic safety in a serious way. Hence scholars at home and abroad have made deep research of the wheel/rail rolling contact problem based on numerical simulation method [1] . The numerical simulation process of the wheel/rail rolling contact problem in non-linear steady-state curving is complex and time-consuming. However, a reasonable method used for solving the wheel/rail rolling contact can reduce the computing time and improve the solving efficiency to some extent.
At present, there are an appreciable quantity of documents using each solving method to calculate wheel/rail contact problems at home and abroad [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Xin Zhao et al [2] once used explicit calculation method to analyze the process of wheel/rail rolling contact. However, they did not consider the pre-stressing force implemented on the rails at their initial positions and the initial deformation. Ping Lu et al [3] used implicit calculation method to analyze the wheel/rail contact force. However, the time that was spent in calculating the complex three-dimensional model was too long. Xin Zhao et al [4] analyzed the wheel-rack rolling contact problem of rectilinear orbit based on AN-SYS/LS-DYNA implicit-explicit sequence calculation method. The results suggested that certain disturbance was made by the implicit analysis result to the transient rolling contact behavior of the explicit solving wheel set because of the existing difference between the implicit contact algorithm and the explicit contact algorithm. Besides, the disturbance degree is increased accordingly with the speeding-up of wheel velocity. Wanming Zhai et al [5] used the Newmark explicit integration method and the prediction-correction integration method to write the program. They succeeded in accomplishing simulation for the kinematics problems of large trains in computers. This integrated method greatly improved the computing speed. However, as there're many difficulties and usage limitation in self programming, it is very unlikely to widely apply this method.
The main methods that used in the explicit analysis software ANSYS/LS-DYNA to solve wheel/rail rolling contact problems are explicit calculation method and implicit-explicit sequence calculation method. As the initial pre-stressing force of the structure needs to be considered for wheel/rail rolling contact problems, the widely-applied method is implicit-explicit sequence calculation method. It is not recommended to use the explicit calculation method as the only method because the initial pre-stressing force of the structure is not considered in this method, and it does not accord with the actual situation. However, the implicit-explicit sequence calculation method applies AN- SYS implicit solver to calculate the pre-stressing force and deformation of the structure which requires long computing time. In the meantime, with the increase of model freedom and non-linear degree, the computing efficiency of this method will be decreased and may lead to uncontrolled situation.
Based on the insufficiency of the current calculation method, this paper proposed the explicit-explicit sequence calculation method which has higher computing efficiency and shares similar calculation precision with implicit-explicit calculation method. The simulation results suggested that the explicit-explicit sequence calculation method is more applicable to solve the wheel/rail rolling contact problems of the non-linear steady-state curving with a large solving model and a high non-linear degree. The rail type is 60kg/m and the material type is U75V. The length is 5m; the radius of curvature is 2000m; the rail cant is 1: 40; the diameter of wheel set is 860mm; and the kinematic velocity is 200km/h. Models that made of bilinear kinematic hardening elastic plastic material are used for rails, so as to consider the plastic strain generated in the wheel/rail rolling contact process. The wheel setting of rigid body is in order to shorten the model computing time. The face-face contact algorithm shall be used for the section between wheel tracks. Hexahedral mesh divided by Solid164 entity unit is also applied. Local refinement with unit size of 0.8mm shall also be implemented to the mesh of wheel/rail contact area. The total node quantity and the total unit quantity included in this model are respectively 1120830 and 1012965.
The wheel/rail rolling contact finite element model of the non-linear steady-state curving uses mono-layer propping dynamic orbit model to simulate ballasted track. The kinematics model of mono-layer support track [6] should consider the transverse and vertical stiffness damping of the track, including multiple groups of transverse springs and vertical springs. The stiffness of the vertical spring is the tandem compound of the vertical stiffness included in withhold units, ballast bed and railroad bed. However, the vertical stiffness of withhold units is equal to the sum of rectangle rubber spacer vertical stiffness and rail fastening vertical stiffness. The calculation method of mono-layer ballast bed stiffness can be used to obtain the ballast bed stiffness. The transverse spring stiffness is composed of two parts: First part is sleeper elasticity formed by the shear deformation and creeping of the concrete sleeper rail pad, while the other part is the ballast bed elasticity which is formed by the elastic displacement of ballast bed. For these two parts, constant values can be used. It can be shown in Table  1 that relevant parameters of the finite element model of wheel/rail rolling contact are in non-linear steady-state curve negotiation. The ANSYS implicit algorithm applies the Newmark method based on virtual work principle. No inertial effect is considered in this method. The iteration solving process is needed within each increment step for static equilibrium equation. As this method is highly precise and the iteration solving process is needed to solve large-scale linear equation sets each time, it is very applicable for calculating static problems. However, it occupies a significant quantity of computing resource, disk space and internal storage, leading to the low computing efficiency. For linear problems, the ANSYS implicit algorithm has no conditional convergence and it can set the big time step. Nevertheless, for non-linear problems such as wheel/rail rolling contact, very tiny time steps need to be set up in order to ensure convergence, resulting in multiplied calculation time that may seriously affect computing efficiency.
The calculation time of ANSYS/LS-DYNA explicit algorithm is in direct proportion to the node number of model and in inverse proportion to the minimum unit dimension of model. Meanwhile, more experience has showed that the calculation time required in implicit algorithm is generally in direct proportion to the square of model freedom degree (in direct proportion to number of node). As a result, if the dimension of the mesh stays the same, with the increase of model specification and number of node, the calculation time required in the ANSYS/LS_DYNA explicit algorithm will be less than that of ANSYS implicit algorithm and the computing efficiency of ANSYS/LS-DYNA explicit algorithm will be higher. Moreover, by sacrificing certain computing precision, the AN-SYS/LS-DYNA explicit algorithm can replace the ANSYS implicit algorithm to solve statics problems and apply pre-stressing force and deformation to the rails, so as to reduce the computing time. The calculation process of wheel/rail rolling contact includes two parts: the process of applying initial pre-stressing force and initial deformation to the rails and the process of computing wheel/rail rolling contact. The application of initial pre-stressing force and initial deformation to the rails aims at accelerating the stable wheel velocity. The minor computational error made in initial pre-stressing force and initial deformation calculation will leave little impact on the stable velocity of wheel/rail operation. Therefore, this paper tried to use the explicit-explicit sequence calculation method to calculate the wheel/rail rolling contact problem of non-linear steady-state curving.
EXPLICIT-EXPLICIT SEQUENCE CALCULA-TION METHOD

Implementation steps of explicit-explicit sequence calculation method
The computing process of explicit-explicit sequence calculation method is composed of three parts: In the situation that axle load is only applied to wheel sets, it is used to calculate the pre-stressing force and initial deformation applied to the model at the initial position under corresponding boundary conditions; import the computing result of the last sub-step (wheel sets are basically in static state at the moment, the result is similar to that of ANSYS implicit algorithm) into the finite element model and update the initial pre-stressing force and deformation of the rails; apply heavy loading of axle load, transverse centrifugal force and corresponding boundary conditions to wheel sets and use their initial velocity to calculate the process of wheel/rail rolling contact. The specific boundary conditions shall be set as follows: apply symmetric boundary conditions and the external end nodes of full-constrained transverse springs and vertical springs on the ends of the two rails. Figure 2 is shown for the comparison of explicit-explicit sequence calculation method and implicit-explicit sequence calculation method. From Figure 2 , it can be easily seen that the differences existing between these two methods mainly lie in the calculation process of initial pre-stressing force and deformation applied to rails, and thus the differences will bring certain relative deviation in the computing results. The calculation of initial pre-stressing force and deformation applied to rails is a typical process of statics analysis. During the calculation process of AN-SYS/LS-DYNA explicit algorithm, inertial effect needs to be considered. However, due to its static equilibrium principle, the ANSYS implicit algorithm does not consider any inertial effect. The inertial effect of wheel sets will bring certain impact on steel rails, thus make the computing results of the initial pre-stressing force and deformation of the rails obtained by the ANSYS/LS-DYNA explicit algorithm slightly bigger than that obtained by ANSYS implicit algorithm. Certain numerical fault will be generated accordingly. Figure 3 is shown for the vertical displacement distribution of ANSYS/LS-DYNA explicit solution and ANSYS implicit solution along the vertical axis of contact spots in the initial contact area. From Figure 3 , it can be seen that according to the calculation results of the initial pre-stressing force and deformation applied to rails, the error made in AN-SYS/LS-DYNA explicit solution is slightly smaller than that of ANSYS implicit solution. Furthermore, the error made in ANSYS/LS-DYNA explicit solution can be reduced by increasing the damping beneath the
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The time history curve of wheel-set vertical velocity within 0~0.04s is shown in Figure 4 . From this figure, it can be seen that due to the effect of the damping on sub-rail foundation, the vertical velocity of wheel sets will be in gradual attenuation and become stable at around 0mm/s on the time point of 0.04s which can suggest that the wheel sets are close to be static. By this time, the computing precision of AN-SYS/LS-DYNA explicit solution and ANSYS implicit solution are basically the same. Meanwhile, after using these two methods to solve the finite element model of non-linear wheel/rail rolling contact respectively, the results can show that the calculation time used in the ANSYS/LS-DYNA explicit algorithm is about 1/4 of that used in the ANSYS implicit algorithm (which is based on Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-3930K CPU @ 3.20 GHz, 16G RAM). It can be seen that ANSYS/LS-DYNA has higher computing efficiency in this situation. As the processes of solving dynamic wheel/rail rolling contact on the third step are basically the same in the explicit-explicit sequence calculation method and the implicit-explicit sequence calculation method, it can be concluded that the explicit-explicit sequence calculation method shares the same computing precision with implicit-explicit sequence calculation method. However, compared with the latter one, the explicit-explicit sequence calculation method has higher computing efficiency that makes it more applicable for solving the wheel/rail rolling contact problem of non-linear steady-state curving with a large solution model or with a high non-linear degree.
CONCLUSION
This paper established the finite element model of wheel/rail rolling contact in non-linear steady-state curve negotiation based on the explicit analysis software ANSYS/LS-DYNA and proposed the explicit-explicit sequence calculation method used for solving this model. By calculating the non-linear wheel/rail rolling contact finite element model, it can be concluded that compared with the implicit-explicit sequence calculation method, the explicit-explicit sequence calculation method basically shares the same calculation error. However, the calculation efficiency of explicit-explicit sequence calculation method is higher, and thus makes it more applicable for solving the wheel/rail rolling contact problem of non-linear steady-state curving with a large solution model or with a high non-linear degree.
